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Abstract

An efficient and distributed scheme for file mapping or
file lookup scheme is critical in decentralizing metadata
management within a group of metadata servers. This pa-
per presents a novel technique called HBA (Hierarchical
Bloom Filter Arrays) to map file names to the servers hold-
ing their metadata. Two levels of probabilistic arrays, i.e.,
Bloom Filter Arrays, with different accuracies are used on
each metadata server. One array, with lower accuracy and
representing the distribution of the entire metadata, trades
accuracy for significantly reduced memory overhead, while
the other array, with higher accuracy, caches partial distri-
bution information and exploits the temporal locality of file
access patterns. Extensive trace-driven simulations have
shown our HBA design to be highly effective and efficient
in improving performance and scalability of file systems in
clusters with 1,000 to 10,000 nodes (or super-clusters).

1 Introduction

Rapid advances in general-purpose communication net-
works have motivated the deployment of inexpensive com-
ponents to build competitive cluster-based storage solu-
tions to meet the increasing demand of scalable comput-
ing [4, 5, 7, 15, 27, 30]. In the recent years, the bandwidth of
these networks has been increased by two orders of magni-
tude [3, 8, 12], which greatly narrows the performance gap
between them and the dedicated networks used in commer-
cial storage systems, such as fiber channels. The significant
improvement in network bandwidth offers an appealing op-
portunity to provide cost-effective high-performance stor-
age services by aggregating the existing storage resources
on each commodity PC in a computing cluster with such
networks if a scalable scheme is in place to efficiently vir-
tualize these distributed resources into a single-disk image.
The key challenge in realizing this objective lies in the po-

tentially huge number of nodes (in thousands) in such a
cluster. Currently clusters with thousands of nodes are al-
ready in existence and clusters with even larger number of
nodes are expected in the near future.

Since all I/O requests can be classified into two cate-
gories, the user data requests and the metadata requests,
the scalability of accessing both data and metadata has to
be carefully maintained to avoid any potential performance
bottleneck along all data paths. To divert the high volume
of user data traffic to bypass any single centralized compo-
nent, the functions of data and metadata managements are
usually decomposed and the metadata is stored separately
on different nodes away from the user data. While previous
work on cluster-based storage mainly focuses on optimiz-
ing the scalability and efficiency of user data accesses by
using a RAID style striping [7, 31], caching [28], schedul-
ing [18, 32] and networking [29], very little attention has
been drawn to the scalability of the metadata management.

Yet, the efficiency of the metadata management is criti-
cal for the overall performance of cluster-based storage sys-
tems. It not only provides file attributes and data block ad-
dresses, but also synchronizes concurrent updates, enforces
access control, supports recovering and maintains consis-
tency between user data and file metadata. A study on the
file system traces collected in different environments over
a course of several months shows that requests targeting at
the metadata can account for up to 83% of the total number
of I/O requests [11]. Under such skewed load to metadata, a
centralized metadata management system certainly will not
scale well with the cluster size. As the number of files or
I/O requests increases, the throughput of metadata opera-
tions on a single metadata server can be severely limited.

This paper proposes a novel scheme, called Hierarchical
Bloom Filter Array (HBA), to evenly distribute the tasks
of metadata management onto a group of metadata servers.
A Bloom filter is a succinct data structure for probabilis-
tic membership query. We identify that a straightforward
adoption of Bloom filers is impractical due to the memory
space overhead when the number of files is very large. By



exploiting the temporal access locality of the file access pat-
tern, we use a small Bloom filter array with a high accuracy
at the first level of the hierarchy to capture the destination
metadata server information of some frequently accessed
files to keep high management efficiency while reducing the
memory overhead. At the second level of the hierarchy, a
pure Bloom array (PBA), with lower accuracy in favor of
memory efficiency, is used to maintain the destination meta-
data information of all files. Extensive trace-driven simula-
tions have shown HBA to be capable of offering significant
performance and cost advantages over PBA alone or pure
global LRU lists.

This paper has the following technical contributions:

• It analyzes the performance of the pure Bloom filter
approach by using both theoretical models and trace
simulations. The efficiency and scalability of this ap-
proach are examined under different workloads and
cluster configurations.

• It proposes and evaluates a hybrid approach that uses
hierarchical structures. It explores the impacts of dif-
ferent parameters to optimize the tradeoff between the
efficiency of metadata distribution and management,
and the memory and network overhead.

• It compares both HBA and PBA schemes using two ar-
tificially scaled-up large file system traces that emulate
file systems of up to 1300 nodes and 710 active users.

• HBA attempts to optimize the tradeoff between the ef-
ficiency and the network and memory overhead. To
achieve high metadata look-up efficiency, PBA with
high accuracy must be used and thus it suffers severely
from large memory overhead. On the other hand, to
maintain the same efficiency, a scheme using only pure
LRU lists has to be updated very frequently and thus
it suffers from enormously large network traffic over-
head. HBA employs a hierarchical structure integrat-
ing a PBA with a lower accuracy (to significantly re-
duce memory overhead) with a pure LRU scheme with
a lower update frequency to achieve a good tradeoff
between the efficiency and the memory and network
overhead. As a result, HBA achieves a high efficiency
without suffering either memory or network overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
outlines the existing approaches to decentralizing the meta-
data management in large cluster-based file systems. Sec-
tion 3 describes the proposed architecture and the design
objectives. Section 4 presents in detail the design of the
HBA scheme. The simulation methodology is presented in
Section 5, while the performances of our design are evalu-
ated in Section 6. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work and Comparisons of Decen-
tralization Schemes

Centralized metadata management is employed in
many cluster-based storage systems. Google file system
(GFS) [15] uses only one metadata server. Experiments for
GFS, conducted in a storage cluster with 100 nodes, indi-
cate that this single metadata server is not a performance
bottleneck under the specific workload in a data searching
environment, where the number of files stored in GFS is
modest and file access patterns are less complicated than
the workload in a general file system. In the GFS study,
only a few million files were expected and the accesses
to these files were almost read-only, once initially written.
PVFS [7], a RAID-0 style parallel file system, also employs
a single metadata server design to provide a cluster-wide
shared namespace. As the performance is the most impor-
tant objective of PVFS, some expensive but indispensable
functions, such as the concurrent control and consistency
maintenance between data and metadata, are not fully de-
signed and implemented. In CEFT-PVFS [30, 31, 32, 33]
an extension of PVFS to incorporate a RAID-10 style par-
allel I/O and dynamic load-balancing, the metadata server
synchronizes the concurrent updates and this synchroniza-
tion enforcement can limit the overall throughput under the
workload of intensive concurrent metadata updates. While
Lustre [4] also uses a centralized metadata management in
its current design, undergoing efforts are being made to fur-
ther improve its scalability by decentralizing the metadata
management.

Static namespace partition is a simple way of distribut-
ing metadata operations to a group of metadata servers. A
common partition technique has been to divide the direc-
tory tree during the process of installing or mounting and
store the information at some well-known locations. Some
distributed file systems, such as NFS [21], AFS [20], and
Coda [25], follow this approach. This scheme works well
only when file access patterns are uniform, resulting in a
balanced workload. Unfortunately, access patterns in gen-
eral file systems are highly skewed [9, 14, 23, 26] and thus
this partition scheme can lead to highly imbalanced work-
load if files in some particular subdirectories become more
popular.

Another decentralized scheme is to implement a glob-
ally replicated mapping table. There is a salient tradeoff
between the space requirement and the granularity and flex-
ibility of distribution. A fine-grained table allows more flex-
ibility metadata placement. In an extreme case, if the table
records the home server of the metadata for each file, then
the metadata of a file can be placed on any metadata server.
However, the memory space requirement for this approach
makes it unattractive for large scale storage systems. A
back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that it would take



as much as 1.8 GB memory to store such a table with one
hundred million entries if 16 bytes and 2 bytes are used to
represent the file name and metadata server ID respectively.
In addition, searching an entry in such a huge table con-
sumes a large number of precious CPU cycles. To reduce
the memory space overhead, xFS [1] proposes a coarse-
grained table that maps a group of files to a metadata server.
To keep a good tradeoff, it is suggested in XFS that the num-
ber of entries in a table should be an order of magnitude
larger than the total metadata server number.

Modulus-based hashing is also a widely used decentral-
ized scheme. This approach hashes a symbolic pathname
of a file to a digital value and assigns its metadata to a
server according to the modulus value with respect to the
total metadata server number. In practice, the likelihood of
serious skew of metadata workload is almost negligible in
this scheme since the number of frequently accessed files is
usually much larger than the number of metadata servers.
However, a serious problem with this scheme is that meta-
data needs to be migrated to new servers after renaming of
a file or directory and additions or deletions of metadata
servers. Although the size of the metadata of a file is small,
a large number of files may be involved during a directory
renaming. In particular, the metadata of all files has to be
relocated if a metadata server joins or leaves. This could
lead to both disk and network traffic surges and cause seri-
ous performance degradation. While LazyHybrid [5] is pro-
posed to reduce the influence of metadata migration by in-
corporating a small table that maps disjointed hash ranges to
server IDs and other techniques, such as lazy updating, the
migration overhead can still overweight the benefits from
load balancing in a busy distributed storage system.

3 Architectural Considerations and Design
Objectives
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Figure 1. Cluster-based storage architecture.

In this paper, we focus on a generic cluster where a num-
ber of commodity PCs are connected by a high-bandwidth

low-latency switched network. Each node has its own stor-
age devices. There are no functional differences between
all cluster nodes. The role of clients, metadata servers, and
data servers can be carried out by any node and a node may
not be dedicated to a specific role. It can act in multiple
roles simultaneously. Figure 1 shows the architecture of a
generic cluster targeted in this paper.

In this study, we concentrate on the scalability and flexi-
bility aspects of metadata management. Some other impor-
tant issues, such as consistency maintenance, synchroniza-
tion of concurrent accesses, file system security and protec-
tion enforcement, free space allocation (or garbage collec-
tion), balancing the space utilizations, management of the
striping of file contents, and incorporation of fault tolerance,
are beyond the scope of this study. Instead, the following
objectives are considered in our design:

• Single shared namespace. All storage devices are vir-
tualized into a single image and all clients share the
same view of this image. This requirement simplifies
the management of user data and allows a job to run
on any node in a cluster.

• Scalable service. The throughput of a metadata man-
agement system should scale with the computation
power of a cluster. It should not become a performance
bottleneck under high I/O access rate. This requires the
system to have a low management overhead.

• Zero metadata migration. Although the size of the
metadata is small, the number of files in a system can
be enormously large. In a metadata management sys-
tem that requires metadata to migrate to other servers
in responses to the file system’s evolution, such as re-
naming of files or directory, or the topology changes
involving server additions or departures, the compu-
tational overhead of checking whether a migration is
needed and the network traffic overhead due to meta-
data migration may be prohibitively large, hence lim-
iting the efficiency and scalability.

• Balancing the load of metadata accesses. The man-
agement is evenly shared among multiple metadata
servers to best leverage the available throughput of
these severs.

• Flexibility of storing the metadata of a file on any
metadata server. This flexibility provides the opportu-
nity for fine-grained load balance, simplifies the place-
ment of metadata replicas, and facilitates some per-
formance optimizations, such as metadata prefetch-
ing [19, 24]. In a distributed system, metadata
prefetching requires the flexibility of storing a group
of sequentially accessed files on the same physical lo-
cation to save the number of metadata retrievals.



4 Hierarchical Bloom Filter Arrays

4.1 Bloom Filters

A Bloom filter is a fast and space-efficient method to
support probabilistic membership queries. It was invented
by Burton Bloom in 1970 [2] and widely used for web
caching [13], network routing [6], and prefix matching [10].
A Bloom filter aims to reduce the memory requirement of
representing a set of elements at the nominal cost of a very
small probability of false hits. A false hit occurs when a
Bloom filter positively confirms the membership of an el-
ement while this element actually does not belong to this
set. The probability that a false hit occurs is called the false
positive rate or false hit rate.
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Figure 2. Theoreti-
cal hit rates for ex-
isting files.
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Figure 3. Theoret-
ical false hit rates
for new files.

4.2 Hierarchical Bloom Array Design

4.2.1 Pure Bloom Filter Array (PBA) Approach

A straightforward extension of the Bloom filter approach to
decentralizing metadata management onto multiple meta-
data servers is to use an array of Bloom filters on each meta-
data server. The metadata of each file is stored on some
metadata server, called the home metadata server. In this
design, each metadata server builds a Bloom filter that rep-
resents all files whose metadata is stored locally and then
replicates this filter to all the other metadata servers. In-
cluding the replicas of the Bloom filters from all the other
servers, a metadata server stores all filters in a array. When
a client initiates a metadata request, the client randomly
chooses a metadata server and asks this server to perform
the membership query against this array. The Bloom filter
array is said to have a hit if exactly one filter gives a positive
response. A miss is said to have occurred whenever there is
no hit or more than one hit found in the array. The desired
metadata can be found on the hit Bloom Filter with a very
high probability.

When an existing file is searched, a false positive hit
from any Bloom filter can lead to multiple hits and thus
causes the search to fail. If all Bloom filters are perfectly
updated, the hit rate for an existing file is the probability
that all Bloom filters have no false positive hits, given as
follows

hitoldfiles = (1 − f)p = (1 − (0.6185)m/n)p (1)

where m is the length of a Bloom filter, n is the num-
ber of files that a single metadata contains and p is the to-
tal number of metadata servers and f is the optimal false
rate of a single Bloom filter. Figure 2 shows the relation-
ship between hitoldfile and m/n under different numbers
of metadata servers.

For new files, a false hit happens when exactly one
Bloom filter gives a false positive response. The false pos-
itiveness will be discovered eventually when the desired
metadata actually does not exist on the falsely identified
metadata server. The false hit rate can be expressed as

falsenewfile = pf(1 − f)p−1

= p(0.6185)m/n(1 − (0.6185)m/n)p−1

Given a constant p, falsenewfile reaches its maximum
value (1 − 1

p )p−1 when f = 1
p , i.e., m/n = 2.0792 ln p.

This maximum value approaches asymptotically to e−1 ≈
0.3679. This trend of falsenewfile with respect to m/n
under different numbers of metadata servers is given in Fig-
ure 3. This trend shows a special characteristic of a Bloom
filter array that is different from that of a Bloom filter. While
in a Bloom filter, increasing the filter length always reduces
its false hit rate, the false hit rate of a Bloom filter array
actually increases with the filter size until reaching its max-
imum false hit rate. This observation is important in opti-
mizing the bit/file ratio for Bloom filter arrays.

While optimizing the tradeoff between the space effi-
ciency and the response accuracy, more weights are put on
improving hitoldfile than decreasing falsenewfile since al-
most all I/O requests are targeted at existing files in a typical
file system,. This biased optimization might not work well
in any special environment where the operations of file cre-
ation account for a considerably high percentage of the total
file accesses.

This approach provides a flexible metadata placement,
has no migration overhead, and balances the metadata
workload. PBA does not rely on any property of a file to
place its metadata and thus allows the system to place any
metadata on any server. This makes it feasible to group
metadata with strong locality together for prefetching, a
technology that has been widely used in conventional file
systems [19, 24]. During evolvement of the file system and
the cluster topology, not all metadata needs to migrate to
new locations. When a file or directory is renamed, only



the Bloom filters associated with all the involved files or
subdirectories need to be updated. While a metadata server
leaves or joins the system, a single associated Bloom filter
is added or deleted from the Bloom arrays on all other meta-
data servers. Since each client randomly chooses a metadata
server to lookup for the home metadata server of a file, the
query workload is balanced on all metadata servers.

The major disadvantage of this approach is that stor-
ing the Bloom filter array requires a large memory space.
For example, if there are 200 metadata servers in a super-
cluster, 16 bits per file are required in each Bloom filter to
maintain a hit rate around 90% for old files and a false hit
rate 10% for new files. If there are 500 million files stored
in this cluster, the Bloom filter array would take around
16 × 500Mb = 1GB memory space on each metadata
server. This memory requirement is underestimated since,
in practice, the hit rates can be lower than the theoretical
results. This implies that an even higher bit/file needs to be
employed. In a web caching design system [13], a ratio of
32 is suggested.

4.2.2 Hierarchical Bloom Array (HBA) Design

To achieve a sufficiently high hit rate in the pure Bloom fil-
ter array approach described above, the high memory over-
head may make this approach impractical due to the fact
that a large bit/hit ratio needs to be employed to achieve a
high hit rate when the number of metadata server is large.
In this section, we present the design of the Hierarchical
Bloom Array (HBA) to reduce the memory overhead while
achieving a competitively high hit rate.

The novelty of the HBA design lies in its judicious ex-
ploitation of the fact that in a typical file system, a small
fraction of files absorb most of the I/O activities. Ref. [14]
discovered that 66% of all files had not been access in over
a month in a UNIX environment, indicating that the entire
I/O accesses were focused on at most 34% of the file sys-
tem. Ref. [26] found that 0.1% of the total space used by the
file system received 30 − 60% of the I/O activity. Ref. [9]
show that most files in UNIX file systems were inactive and
only 3.6%−13% of the file-system data was used in a given
day, and only 0.2−3.6% of the I/O activity went to the least
active 75% of the file system. A recent study [27] on a file
system trace collected in December 2000 from a mid-sized
file server found that only 2.8% and 24.2% percentages of
files that were accessed during a continuous course of 12
hours and 10 days, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the structure of the HBA design on each
metadata server, including two levels of Bloom filter arrays.
In the design, each metadata server maintains a LRU (Least-
Recently-Used) list that caches names of recently visited
files whose metadata is stored on that metadata server. Each
Bloom filter at the first level, called a LRU BF, represents all

the files cached in the LRU list of the corresponding meta-
data server. Each LRU BF is globally replicated among all
metadata servers. Whenever an overflow happens in the
LRU list, an eviction based on the LRU replacement pol-
icy triggers both an addition and deletion operations to its
corresponding LRU BF. Only when the portion of changes
made to a LRU BF has exceeded some threshold, will the
LRU BF be multicast to all the metadata servers to update
all its replicas. Since the number of entries in LRU is rel-
atively small, it is affordable to use a large bit/file ratio to
achieve a low false hit rate. In addition, the Bloom filters in
the second level represent the metadata distributions of all
metadata servers. Since the totally number of files is typi-
cally very large, a small bit/file ratio is used to reduce the
memory overhead. A miss in the first level array leads to a
query to the second level. An unsuccessful query in the sec-
ond level array will cause a broadcast to be issued to all the
other metadata severs. It must be noted that the penalty for
a miss or a false hit can be very expensive, relative to the hit
time, since it entails, among other things, a broadcast over
the interconnection network, a query on a second metadata
server and an acknowledgement across the network.

To perform a query into the Bloom filters, the file names
are transformed into digital indexes into of the Bloom array
by first calculating the MD5 signature of the full pathname
and then hashing the MD5 signature into indices by using
the universal hash functions [22]. Without calculating the
MD5 of the full pathname, files with the same name will
be hashed to the same location, even if they are in differ-
ent directories. The MD5 approach is chosen because its
available fast implementation. The universal hash functions
are employed to keep the independence of hash indices, a
requirement of Bloom filter to minimize the false hit rate.

Locating the metadata by hashing the full pathname will
complicate the access control since all parent directories are
bypassed. The same technique used in [5] can be employed
here to deal with the access control issue. Two UNIX style
access permission codes, including the permission code of
the file per se and the intersection of access permissions of
all parent directories, are maintained in the metadata of each
file and checked for each file access. A file is only accessi-
ble only when both codes permit. A downside of this solu-
tion is that populating the permission changes of a directory
to its children may potentially result in a large number of
network messages.

5 Trace Driven Simulation

5.1 File System Traces

To the best of our knowledge, there are no publicly avail-
able file system traces that have been collected from a large-
scale cluster with thousands of nodes. To emulate the I/O
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Table 1. Comparisons of the original RES
trace fragment and two scaled-up ones.

Original TIF = 50 TIF =100

Hosts 13 650 1300
Active files 4212 0.24 million 0.42 million
New files 301 14192 30103
Requests 0.014 million 6.9 million 14 million
Total files 0.66 million 3.3 million 66 million

Table 2. Comparisons of the original HP
traces with a scaled-up one.

Original TIF = 40

Active users 18 710
Active files 0.057 million 2.26 million
New files 0.004 million 0.16 million
Requests 0.47 million 19 million
Total files 4.0 million 160.0 million

behaviors of such a large system and facilitate a meaningful
simulation, we artificially scale up the workload presented
in the RES trace collected at University of California Berke-
ley in 1997 and the HP file system trace collected at the HP
Lab in December 2001.

Throughout January 1997, the RES trace [11] was col-
lected on a cluster of 13 machines used by an academic re-
search group consisting of 50 users. The HP file system
trace [23] is a 10-day trace of all file system accesses to
several disk arrays with a total of 500 GB of storage. These
arrays were attached to a 4-way HP-UX time-sharing server
and were used by 236 users. Since both the RES and HP
traces collected all I/O requests at the file system level, any
requests not related to metadata operations, such as read,
write, and execution, are filtered out in our simulation.

To scale up the workload collected in these environments
to emulate the workload in a large cluster with thousands of

nodes, we divided each daily trace collected from 8:00am
to 16:00pm, which were usually the busiest period during
a day, into four fragments, with each fragment including
two hours of I/O accesses. The time stamps of all events in
each fragment are equally shifted so that this fragment starts
at time instant zero. Replaying multiple time-shifted frag-
ments simultaneously increases the I/O arrival rate while
keeping a similar histogram of file system calls. In addi-
tion, the number of files stored and the number of files ac-
tively visited were scaled up proportionally by adding the
date and fragment number as a prefix path to all filenames.
We believe that replaying a large number of processed frag-
ments together can emulate the workload of a large clus-
ter since I/O requests are self-similar in nature at both the
disk-level [16] and file level [17]. Note that the number
of fragments replayed concurrently is referred to as Trace
Intensifying Factor (TIF) throughout the rest of this paper.
The characteristics of the original traces and their scaled-up
ones are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.

5.2 Trace Driven Simulation

We have developed a trace-driven simulator to emulate
the behaviors of the metadata management system on the
metadata servers. Some trace events that are not directly re-
lated to the metadata are filtered out in the simulation. For
example, since the metadata is usually accessed through the
system calls such as open, close, and stat, the data read and
write events do not retrieve or modify the relevant metadata
in a typical file system and thus they are skipped in the sim-
ulation.

6 Performance Evaluation

We simulate the metadata servers using the two traces in-
troduced previously and measure the performance in terms
of hit rates, as well as the memory and network over-
head. Since the decentralized schemes of table-based map-
ping and modulus-based hashing are simple and straightfor-
ward and their performances were already discussed quali-



Table 3. Impact of the propagation thresholds
on the hit rate in PBA.

Thresholds (%) 100 10 0.001 0.00001
Hit Rate(%) 81.110 81.112 81.17 82.417

tatively, the simulation study in this paper will be focused
on the schemes of PBA, HBA and pure LRU BF to obtain
quantitative comparisons and conclusions.
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Figure 5. Comparisons the theoretical and
simulation results of the hit rates of PBA in
a cluster with 10 (left figure) and 100 (right
figure) metadata servers (TIF = 100).

6.1 RES Traces

6.1.1 Pure Bloom Filter Array Approach

Figure 5 depicts the relationships, obtained by theoretical
analysis and simulation, between the hit rates and the com-
putation cost in terms of the number of hash functions used
in the pure Bloom filter array (PBA) approach. In these
simulations, 100 trace fragments were replayed simultane-
ously in a cluster with 10 and 100 metadata servers, respec-
tively, and the Bloom filters used different combinations of
the bit/file ratio and the number of hash functions. The PBA
approach achieves its best hit rate when the number of hash
functions optimizes a single Bloom filter. In the simulations
presented in the rest of this paper, the number of hash func-
tions is always kept at a value that optimizes the hit rate for
a given bit/file ratio. The close agreement between the the-
oretical and simulation results lends more confidence and
credence to our theoretical analysis and simulation results.
More importantly, these experiments show that to maintain
a high hit rate in a large cluster with 100 or more metadata
servers, a large bit/file ratio, such as 16 bits/file, becomes
necessary.

Table 3 shows the impact of the propagation threshold,
the percentage of bits in a Bloom filter that must be changed
before updating its copies in other metadata servers, on the
hit rates in the scenario of 10 metadata servers and a bit/file

ratio of 8. With the decrease of the threshold, the hit rate
increases slightly. This unexpected low sensitivity of hit
rate to threshold is due to the fact that the frequency of
file renaming, creation or deletion is very low in the RES
trace. We might underestimate the impact of the propaga-
tion threshold since the events of directory renaming cannot
be fully and truthfully simulated for the given trace. The
original file or directory names in the RES trace are hashed
to a single level of namespace to protect the privacy and thus
the hierarchical directory tree can not be reconstructed from
the trace. Hence it is infeasible to truly simulate a directory
renaming.

6.1.2 Hierarchical Bloom Filter Array Approach
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Figure 6. Comparisons of hit rates of HBA un-
der various LRU size and TIFs in RES traces
in a cluster with 10 (left figure) and 100 (right
figure) metadata servers.

Figure 6 shows the hit rate of HBA with different sizes
of LRU lists in a cluster with 10 and 100 metadata servers,
respectively, when the TIF increases gradually from 10 to
100. In HBA, the two levels of Bloom filter arrays adopt
different bit/file ratios, giving rise to different accuracies.
While the second level Bloom filer array, which stores the
distribution information of all files, employs a bit/file ratio
of 8, the LRU BF in the first level adopts a bit/file ratio
of 20. The bars in these figures represent the average hit
rate of all metadata servers in the HBA approach. For the
convenience of comparisons, the optimal hit rates in PBA
with different bit/file ratios are also given in these figures
and are shown as horizontal lines. In HBA, a small LRU can
significantly improve the overall hit rates. The LRU lists
with sizes of 300, 100 and 50 file entries in the clusters with
10 and 100 metadata servers, respectively, can boost the hit
rates of HBA with 8 bits/file to, or higher than those of PBA
of the same configurations but with 16 bits/file. In the real
applications of HBA, the size of a LRU list can adaptively
increase from some small initial value until a satisfying hit
rate is achieved.

Table 4 gives the relative storage space overhead of var-
ious HBA and PBA configurations, normalized to that of
PBA with 8 bits/file. On each metadata server, the extra



Table 4. Relative space overhead normalized
to PBA with a ratio of 8.

Server # PBA12 PBA16 HBA ( LRU size)

10 1.5 2.0 1.0001136 (300 entries)
50 1.5 2.0 1.0001894 (100 entries)

100 1.5 2.0 1.0001894 (50 entries)

overhead of HBA introduced by a LRU list and a LRU
Bloom filter is only a negligible portion of the space re-
quirement of the PBA 8. This is because that millions of
files are stored in the Bloom filter array in PBA, but only
hundreds or thousands of files are stored in the LRU list and
LRU Bloom filter. A HBA that achieves the same hit rate
as a PBA with 16 bits/file requires only 50% of the space
required by that PBA.
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7 HP File System Traces

Figure 7 shows the hit rates of the PBA, a LRU list and
the HBA when the number of metadata servers changes
from 10 to 100 with a step of 10. The HBA combines the
LRU list with a size of 1600 entries and a Bloom filter ar-
ray with a bit/file ratio of 8. In these experiments, 40 trace
fragments are replayed simultaneously and there are a to-
tal of 710 active users in the traces. When the number of
metadata severs increases, the load on each metadata server
decreases accordingly, thus slightly increasing the hit rate
of LRU lists. In the experiments of less than 30 metadata
servers, the hit rate of HBA is slightly better that of PBA
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Table 5. Relative space overhead normalized
to PBA with a ratio of 8 in HP traces.

Server # PBA 8 PBA 12 PBA 16 HBA

20 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.0002
40 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.0004
60 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.0006
80 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.0008

100 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.0010

with a bit/file ratio of 16. Although HBA is around 1−5.7%
worse than PBA with a bit/file ratio of 16 when the number
of metadata servers increases from 30 to 100, the hit rate is
still 1.5 − 9.9% better than PBA with a bit/file ratio of 12
and 17.7 − 330% better than PBA with a bit/file ratio of 8.

The impact of the LRU size on the overall hit rate of
HBA is presented in Figure 8. It is shown that the benefit
of increasing the LRU size is significant initially but dimin-
ishes gradually. Doubling the LRU size from 1600 to 3200
only results in up to 2% improvement in the hit rate. As in-
dicated previously, in the real implementations of HBA, the
size of LRU can be dynamically determined by gradually
increasing from some initial value until a predefined hit rate
goal is satisfied.

Table 5 presents the relative memory requirement nor-
malized to the PBA with a bit/file ratio of 8 when the num-
ber of metadata servers changes from 10 to 100. The extra
memory overhead introduced in the HBA by the LRU and
LRU BF is up to 0.1% and only takes tens of KBs.

There is a clear tradeoff between the network traffic over-
head and the hit rate in HBF. With a smaller propagation
threshold, the LRU BFs are updated more frequently so that
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the likelihood of having a hit in a LRU BF is increased; but
the updating traffic takes away some network bandwidth.
Figure 9 shows the relationship between the hit rate and the
number of multicast messages per second in the entire clus-
ter when the propagating threshold increases from 0.001%
to 100%. A threshold of 1% is found to have a good balance
of this tradeoff. Figure 10 gives the network traffic under
this threshold when both the number of metadata servers
and the size of a LRU list changes. When the size of an
LRU is larger than 1600, the total network traffic overhead
introduced by HBA in most cases of metadata configura-
tions are less than 1 multicast per second. We believe that
this overhead is marginal in a modern network.

8 Conclusion

This paper first analyzed the efficiency of using a pure
Bloom filter array (PBA) scheme to represent the metadata
distribution of all files and accomplish the metadata distri-
bution and management in cluster-based storage systems
with thousands of nodes. Both theoretical analytical and
simulation results indicated that this approach did not scale
well with the increase of the number of metadata servers
and have very large memory overhead when the number of
files is large.

By exploiting temporal access locality of file access pat-
terns, this paper then proposed a hierarchical scheme, HBA,
that maintains two levels of Bloom filter arrays, with the
one at the first level succinctly representing the metadata
location of most recently visited files on each metadata
server while the one at the second level maintaining meta-
data distribution information of all files with lower accu-
racy in favor of memory efficiency. The level 1 array has
small size but a high accuracy and greatly compensates for
the low efficiency of metadata distribution and significantly

reduces the memory requirement of the level 2 array that
follows the pure Bloom filter array approach. Our exten-
sive trace-driven simulations showed that the HBA scheme
can achieve an efficacy comparable to that of PBA, but at
only 50% of memory cost and slightly higher network traf-
fic overhead (multicast). On the other hand, HBA incurred
much less network traffic overhead (multicast) than the pure
LRU BF approach. Moreover, simulation results show that
the network traffic overhead introduced by HBA is minute
in modern fast networks.

Compared with other existing solutions to decentraliz-
ing the metadata management, the hierarchical scheme re-
tains much of their advantages while avoiding their disad-
vantages. It not only reduces the memory overhead, but
also balances the metadata management workload, allows
a fully associative placement of metadata of files, requires
no metadata migration during file or directory naming and
node additions or deletions. Our immediate future work is
to implement this scheme in a real system and evaluate the
efficiency in a production environment.
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